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If you are reading the general news you should notice some key things coming
up recently. First is a clear deluge of measles articles.
https://www.wivb.com/news/rochester-area-doctors-urge-parents-to-gettheir-children-vaccinated-after-measles-cases/1757092493
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Itwwxxz0tO8
These measles articles show kids getting measles, but the articles do not show
how they recover and then have better lives. Measles is not the enemy, a poor
immune system is.
They place articles about flu deaths next to the measles articles to scare you.
60 to 80 thousand people die from flu every year. So the articles on flu deaths
are just to get your mind into fear.
http://www.wtol.com/2019/02/05/year-old-dies-flu-first-child-death-fluseason-ohio/
Hundreds of articles are filling the news to make people afraid to not vaccinate.
State by state is told to mandate vaccination. And if you read the fine print,
mandate medication.
Elsewhere in the news we see the Ebola virus going rampant in Africa. and a
key article how the drug companies are using this as a free way to do drug
testing on their new Ebola vaccine.
http://medicalexposedownloads.com/PDF/Africa%20confirms%20record%20n
umber%20of%20Ebola%20cases%20in%20one%20day.pdf

The usual cost of research for a drug is over 500 million. But Africa offers a free
place to do testing. And nobody seems to care if the vaccination kills the user.
It will just be reported as a viral death, since there is little if any follow-up.

So WAKE UP folks, they are
setting you up for a BIG CON
When the vaccine has met more standards and after they make enough Tanker
sized supply lines, Ebola will spread everywhere in the news, and FEAR will
drive Billions of people to get vaccinated. The profits will be in the TRILLIONS.
They are currently making Concentration Camps for those who refuse
vaccination or even medication. Yes you freedom is in danger. Watch this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=APaEadfDfSg
Like the scouts say, “Be Prepared”. Read this:
http://www.downloads.imune.net/medicalbooks/Prepare%20for%20Ebola%20
or%20any%20new%20Virus%20new.pdf
Watch this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WkSJfOY0-cg

